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Uniboard®’s Synchronized TFL Collection is a superb pairing of nature and design, each note highlighting the beauty of the world 
around you. The collection includes three revolutionary finishes:

NOBELLA

RIVIERA OAK

BRUSHED ELM 

Our newest finish, Nobella is an exclusive synchronized deep wood texture crafted by Milan’s leading design community. Inspired by 
Italy’s best modern styles, produced right here, in North America.

The Riviera Oak finish is a stunning wood texture which pushes the boundaries of the likeness of real wood. It brings together different 
circular and linear patterns reminiscent of the elegance of oak woodgrain.

The Brushed Elm finish boasts a luxurious and deep brushed-wood texture. The matte-oiled surface replicates hours of hand-polishing, 
emphasizing the wood’s natural cathedral patterns and cross-grain features.

The exploration of texture, natural elements and simple beauty combined with thoughtful design together form the perfect balance, 
creating a stunning offering with this collection.
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BE = Brushed Elm   RO = Riviera Oak                       NO = Nobella

H50 SILVA BE

K17 CASSIS RO K18 MONACO RO

K15 CANNES RO

K60 CHIFFON NO

H51 ZAHARA BE

H71 LUXE BE

K61 SILK NO

K16 ESTEREL RO

H55 MYSTIC BE

K14 MISTRAL RO

K65 AMERICANA NO

H52 RIVA BE

K62 FEATHER WHITE  NO K63 PIETRA NO

H53 EMBER BE

H70  DRIFTWOOD BE

K13 NIZZA RO

K64 OMBRE NO

H54 SKYE BE

From light muted tones and lush coloration to graceful and sophisticated woodgrains, Uniboard continues to set the standard 
with its Synchronized TFL Collection.


